BARCELONA
SPAIN

Revel in the historic and modern treasures of the City of Counts.
Join the contemporary throngs of Barcelona. Formerly the province of
counts in the nation Catalonia, today Barcelona is Spain’s second largest city.
The urban center is defined by its sophistication, often manifest in fantastic
geometry. Follow the linear curve of Las Ramblas, the main thoroughfare.
Find the magnificent work of “God’s architect,” Antoni Gaudí.
People here are warm, open and cultured. Nearly everyone speaks Spanish
and the native Catalan — an entirely separate Romance language — and
many speak at least conversational English.
Relish the welcoming refinement of this amazing city, where historic and
modern delights await.

LOCAL CUISINE

SHOPPING

Barcelonians may speak Spanish,
but menus are often in Catalan. The
customary style of cuisine here is mar
y muntanya or sea and mountain —
think surf and turf.
From the sea, comes fideuas, a local
take on paella served with short noodles
instead of rice. Everyone eats bacalao,
dried salt cod. Shredded with peppers,
tomatoes and red wine vinegar, it’s
called esqueixada.
The mountains offer butifarra, an uncured, spiced sausage
used in entrees and as tapas, small plates that serve as a meal.
Try embutidos, a cured meat platter and pa amb tomaquet,
a bread with tomatoes that is served almost everywhere.
The finest wine here is Priorat, a deep, dark red made in the
province of Tarragona. For more casual drinking, try the local
sangria or order a clara, light beer mixed with lemon soda.

CURRENCY

Spain uses the euro.

Some major banks’
ATMs exchange money.

The Barri Gothic and
Passeig de Gràcia are
Barcelona’s shopping
quarters. Clothes here are
wonderful. Barcelona’s luxury
designers are known for
linear, but shapely fashions
with a retro infusion that feels
completely contemporary.
Pick up a pair of espardenyes, too. Salvador
Dalí wore these jute rope shoes with suits, but
today’s shops carry flats, wedges and T-straps.
Housewares carry the same modern
design feel. Startlingly modern mirrors,
ceramics, lamps and other home accessories
are worth bringing back. Large leather
pieces are particularly handsome — ask
if shops will ship.

Tipping is not
common.

Most stores accept
major credit cards.

BARCELONA
SPAIN

PLACES OF INTEREST

TOP 3 LAND DISCOVERIES

1. MONJUIC AND OLYMPIC STADIUM
Get up close to the stadium where the 1992 Olympic
Games were held.

BARCELONA AND PICASSO
Explore Barcelona’s art and architecture.
Journey past the Columbus Monument
and into Catalonia Square to La Sagrada
Familia’s flamboyant beauty. From there,
tour the Museo Picasso with over 3000
paintings, drawings, engravings and
ceramics by Picasso, before ending the
day in the Barri Gothic.

2. LAS RAMBLAS
Stroll the city’s lively promenade, a tree-lined expanse
of shops, cafes and flower stalls.
3. PICASSO MUSEUM
Wander through five medieval palaces featuring the
work of the master Pablo Picasso.
4. LA SAGRADA FAMILIA
Marvel at this modernist church, still unfinished after
35 years of Antoni Gaudí’s work.

BARCELONA CITY TOUR
Feel the buzz of Barcelona. Journey
down Passeig de Gràcia, home to the
edifices of Catalan Modernism, best
exemplified by the architect Antoni
Gaudi. Continue to La Sagrada Familia,
then travel high above the city to the
gardens at Mirador del Alcalde before
a tour of the Barri Gothic.

5. PARC GUELL
Explore the serpentine benches, mosaic dragon and
stunning views at this artistic park.
beyond city center

LA PEDRERA
See the undulating walls of Gaudi’s most impressive
completion, known as Casa Mia.

MONTSERRAT
See the mountains and city on this
peacefully invigorating tour. Pass the
Columbus Monument, Plaza Catalunya,
Passeig de Gràcia and Diagonal Avenue,
before a day of touring and contemplation
at the Benedictine Abbey Monastery
in Montserrat and La Moreneta, a 12th
century Madonna.

BARRI GOTHIC
Delve into the labyrinth of the historic city center, full
of shopping and architecture.
MONTSERRAT BENEDICTINE MONASTERY
Contemplate Barcelona’s most important religious
retreat high in the mountains.
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Visit the
Land Discoveries Desk
on Deck 4 to reserve
these and other
exciting experiences.
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This information has been compiled for the convenience of our
guests and is intended solely for that purpose. While we work
to ensure that the information contained herein is correct,
we cannot accept responsibility for any changes that may
have taken place since printing. ©2014 Azamara Club Cruises.
Ships’ Registry: Malta.

